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We will present a contemporary view of distinctive features and phonological representations 
based on proposals from Avery & Idsardi (2001) (hence AI), Dresher (2009) and Purnell, Raimy 
& Salmons (2018). When these proposals are combined with Dresher & Van der Hulst (1998)'s 
head driven asymmetries we have strong principled responses to Bennett & Rose (2018)'s 
argument for binary features and a novel understanding of Cyran (2001, 2017)'s 'laryngeal 
relativism'. Further, we identify what characteristics of these responses are unique to the 
privative features proposed by Avery & Idsardi (2001) and what characteristics are general 
aspects of privativity. 
 AI posit an articulatory based privative system of 'features' (Fig 1). Features consist of both 
organizational nodes and gestures with gestures being more concrete and specific instructions to 
the vocal tract and organizational nodes more abstract ones. The lines in Figure 1 show 
superordinate/subordinate relationships with categories on the left being less articulatorily 
specific and inclusive of categories to the right. Dimensions are a special type of organizational 
node that collects two antagonistic gestures. For example, under the Larynx node, the glottal 
tension dimension collects the gestures [slack] and [stiff] (red box in Fig. 1). [slack] is a more 
specific instruction than manipulating glottal tension (GT) which is more specific than 
manipulating the larynx. PRS (2018) propose that contrasts are marked in Dresher (2009)'s 
successive division algorithm with a subordinate marked feature on one side the superordinate 
'unmarked' feature on the other side. Thus, if the 'voiced' segments are marked with GT in a 
voicing system (Iverson & Salmons 1995, Iverson & Ahn 2007) under AI's dimension theory 
then the 'voiceless' segments are marked with Larynx. 
 This superordinate null marking is sufficient to analyze voiceless segment dissimilation in 
Moro which Bennett & Rose (2018) argue requires binary features. When two 'voiceless' stops 
(Larynx) occur in the same domain (restricted to CVC) the leftmost becomes 'voiced' (GT, and 
later completed with the gesture [slack], (2) and (4)) and this can be understood as a head driven 
complexity effect. The CVC domain will be left headed and requires the head to be complex to 
license a dependent which is the second stop. There is no need for +/- features. 
 Cyran (2011, 2017) argues for laryngeal relativity based on the facts of Cracow and Warsaw 
Polish. Both dialects are 'voicing systems' and have word final devoicing effects. The difference 
between the two dialects is in the application of regressive voicing. Warsaw Polish has 
regressive voicing only triggered by 'voiced' segments while Cracow Polish has regressive 
voicing triggered by 'voiced' segments and sonorants (Rubach 1996), (5-7). We argue that the 
difference between Warsaw and Cracow Polish is that Cracow Polish is a 'headed voice system' 
where the 'voiced' segments are headed by the gesture [slack] which causes the 'voiceless' 
segments to be superordinately marked with GT that is not completed with a gesture. 'regressive 
voicing' in Cracow Polish is now a complex process where traditional regressive voicing 
(spreading of [slack] from a following [slack] specified segment) occurs and is augmented by a 
requirement that GT specified segments are headed (with [slack]) when they occur between 
sonorants. There is no need for 'laryngeal relativism' based on Cracow Polish but it does 
demonstrate that there is more variation in 'voicing languages' than previously thought. 
 Much of these results derive directly from the primitive feature system combined with the 
concept of headedness (Kaye et al 1985, 1990) thus should be available for friendly reanalysis in 
other privative representations. A unique aspect of AI though is the super/sub-ordinate 



relationship among privative primitives. This provides a principled way of interpreting 'nothing' 
or 'unmarked' within a privative system that provides the basis of the general solutions offered 
here. 
 
Root     Cavity  Articulator  Dimension    Gesture  Phonetics 
                      [spread]  aspiration 
               Glottal Width  
                      [constrict] glottalized, creaky 
                      [stiff]   high tone 
          Larynx   Glottal Tension 
                      [slack]  voiced, low tone 
                      [raised]  ejective 
               Larynx Height 
                      [lowered] implosive 
                      [ATR]  tense vowels 
               Tongue Root 
                      [RTR]  pharyngealized 
                      [nasal]  nasal 
               Soft Palate  
                      [oral]   oral 
Root                     [high]  high 
               Tongue Height 
                      [low]   low 
          Dorsal 
                      [front]  front (palatals) 
               Tongue Thrust  
                      [back]  back (uvulars) 
                      [up]   retroflex 
               Tongue Curl 
                      [down]  laminal (alveopal) 
     Oral    Coronal  
     Place                [convex]  alveolar 
               Tongue Groove 
                      [concave] laterals 
                      [round]  rounded 
               Labial  
                      [drawn]  labiodental 
Root: [sonorant], [consonant], [approximant], [syllabic], [nasal], [fricative], [stop] 
Figure 1-Avery & Idsardi privative feature system 
 
Moro Voiceless Assimilation (Bennett & Rose 2018:474) 
  stem    Derived form        gloss 
(1)  ómóná   ék-ómón          'tiger' 
(2)  etám    ég-ətám     *ék-ətám  'neck' 
(3)  lalogó   lalog-at̪-ó         'they said (at)' 
(4)  lapó    lab-at̪-ó     *lap-at̪-ó  'they carry (into/at)'  



Polish Regressive Voicing (Rubach 1996:72) 
  phrase           Warsaw Polish  Cracow Polish 
(5)  brat Leona 'Leon's brother'     t l        d l 
(6)  brat ojca  'father's brother'     t o        d o 
(7)  szlak + u  [k] 'route'   szlak bojowy [g b]   'war route' (p. 71, both dialects) 
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